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ABSTRACT 
 
The Ouachita Mountains are an east-west trending fold-and-thrust belt exposed in west 
central Arkansas and southeastern Oklahoma. The Mississippian-Pennsylvanian Ouachita 
orogeny occurred when the Sabine arc terrane collided during south-facing subduction, during 
closure of the Cambrian passive margin of the North American plate. Deep-water Paleozoic 
strata were incorporated into an accretionary wedge as the Sabine terrane approached the North 
American plate. Folds and thrust faults in the Ouachita Mountains generally verge north due to 
tectonic transport of an accretionary wedge from south to north. Structures in the Benton and 
Broken Bow Uplifts (located in the core of the wedge) locally appear antithetic to this 
deformation, i.e., a sub-set of data from both uplifts consists of south-vergent thrust faults and 
asymmetric to overturned folds. Interpretations for the formation of south-vergent structures 
includes the subsequent overturning of thrusts and other initially north-vergent structures (i.e. 
Blythe, 1988; Nielsen, 1989; Arbenz, 2008) as well as antivergent folding of originally north-
vergent folds during thrust fault reactivation (i.e. Babaei, 1990). Field data from the 
southwestern Benton Uplift in west-central Arkansas are most consistent with south-directed 
backthrusting, as indicated by asymmetric z-folds defined by the Arkansas Novaculite and 
thrust-duplication of north-dipping Paleozoic strata. Out-of-sequence backthrusting is attributed 
to internal wedge thickening as explained by the critical taper model (Davis et al., 1983; Dahlen, 
1990). The Ouachita Mountains Paleozoic strata are cut by steeply-dipping conjugate joints that 
strike NNW and NNE. The conjugate joint set is inferred to represent north-south shortening 
parallel to the maximum compressive paleostress direction, and east-west extension parallel to 
the Ouachita orogenic front (and the minimum compressive paleostress direction). The joints are 
interpreted as a record of orogen-parallel extension. In the context of “critical taper” mechanics, 
this extension would be driven by late-stage sub-vertical thinning of the Ouachita accretionary 
wedge, i.e., due to a transient sub-vertical reorientation of maximum compressive paleostress. 
Data from this study, however, provide preliminary evidence for non-plane strain lateral 
spreading of the wedge, i.e. sub-horizontal orogeny-parallel extension, following emplacement 
onto North American continental crust. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Ouachita Mountains are spatially-coincident with part of the former North American 
passive plate margin that closed during the late-Paleozoic assembly of Pangaea (Lillie et al., 
1983; Lillie, 1984; 1985). The orogeny occurred when the Sabine arc terrane collided during 
south-facing subduction of the southern margin of the North American plate (Nelson et al., 
1982). A lithospheric-scale geophysical transect, from the Ozark Uplift of southern Missouri to 
the Gulf of Mexico south of Louisiana, provides a testable model for the tectonic evolution of the 
region (Mickus and Keller, 1992) (Figure 1). The gravity model is constrained by seismic 
reflection and refraction data, and it reveals that the North American craton and Sabine terrane 
are separated by transitional oceanic crust overlain by accretionary wedge material, i.e., the 
Ouachita Mountains. The physical record of the Sabine arc terrane is obscured by >3 km of Gulf 
Coastal Plain sediments. The transect also displays the present-day plate boundary created by 
Jurassic rifting that opened the Gulf of Mexico south of the Sabine terrane (Mickus and Keller, 
1992). Although this model provides insight into the structure of the North American 
lithospheric plate, many critical details about the Ouachita orogeny remain unresolved.  
The Ouachita Mountains are a southward-thickening prism of deformed material which 
was thrust upon the North American continent in front of the Sabine terrane (Houseknecht and 
Matthews, 1985; Mickus and Keller, 1992).  The paucity of Paleozoic plutonic arc-related rocks 
in the Ouachitas implies subduction of North American Oceanic crust southward beneath the 
Sabine terrane (e.g., Babaei, 1990). South-facing subduction is also consistent with the 
southward-thickening package of allochthonous strata that make up the Ouachita Mountains and 
their interpretation as an accretionary wedge (Babaei, 1990).  North-directed transport of the 
accretionary wedge (in present geographic coordinates) resulted in folds and thrust faults that 
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generally verge north (Nelson et al., 1982; Lillie et al., 1983; Babaei, 1990). Structures in the 
Benton and Broken Bow Uplifts (located in the core of the wedge) locally appear antithetic to 
this deformation, i.e., a sub-set of data from both uplifts consists of south-vergent structures. 
Three interpretations for formation of the south-vergent structures include: (1) southward 
overturning of initially north-vergent thrust faults and folds (i.e. Blythe, 1988; Nielsen, 1989; 
Arbenz, 2008), and (2) anti-vergent folding of originally north-vergent open folds during thrust 
fault reactivation (i.e. Babaei, 1990). Alternatively, (3) the south-vergent structures may 
correspond to backthrusts in the wedge that were a result of progressive wedge thickening, in the 
context of critical taper wedge mechanics (i.e. Chapple, 1978; Davis et al., 1983; Dahlen, 1990; 
Platt, 1986). 
In 1982, the Consortium for Continental Reflection Profiling (COCORP) produced five 
deep seismic reflection profiles in the Arkansas region focused on the Ouachita Mountains using 
24-fold Vibroseis
TM
 (Nelson et al., 1982) (see location of lines in Figure 3). Lines 1 and 3 are 
north-south trending profiles extending from near Booneville, Arkansas to near Nashville, 
Arkansas (Lillie et al., 1983). Lines 2, 4, and 5 trend east-west and cut across the Arkoma Basin 
and Frontal Thrust Zone, the Benton Uplift, and the Southern Ouachitas, respectively (Nelson et 
al., 1982). Lillie et al. (1983) and Nelson et al. (1982) offered interpretations for the observed 
seismic reflections, but due to sparse geologic and structural surface data, the lines are difficult 
to interpret uniquely (Nelson et al., 1982). The COCORP lines were designed to enhance deep 
crustal reflections, i.e., from ~15km-depths to the Moho. These deep surveys provided excellent 
images of the large-scale faults and related reflectors at depth, but much of the finer-scale 
deformation was locally difficult to resolve at the transect-scale (Nelson et al., 1982). For 
example, COCORP line 3 displays a prominent antiformal reflector in the subsurface of the 
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western Benton Uplift, yet few reflectors or structures were resolved in the 5 km-thick strata 
above the reflector (Figure 2). Understanding the evolution of m- to km-scale structures of the 
Ouachita Mountains and resolving their outcrop-scale deformation history is thus crucial for 
interpreting the COCORP results and constraining the tectonic history of the Ouachita orogen, as 
a whole. This thesis represents a field-based study that was completed in the southwestern 
Benton Uplift to determine the nature of some of these small-scale structures with respect to their 
geometry and kinematics. The study evaluated the three aforementioned interpretations for 
south-vergent deformation in the Benton Uplift and considered the implications of these results 
within the context of classical accretionary wedge mechanics.  
 
II. GEOLOGIC SETTING 
 
The Ouachita Mountains are underlain by an east- to west-trending fold-and-thrust belt 
exposed in west-central Arkansas and southeastern Oklahoma (Arbenz, 2008) (Figure 3). The 
orogeny occurred during the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian as a consequence of collision between 
the southern passive margin of the North American craton and a previously unidentified arc (i.e., 
the Sabine terrane in the subsurface of Louisiana: Mickus and Keller, 1992) along a south-
dipping subduction zone (in present-day geographic coordinates: Nelson et al., 1982; Arbenz, 
2008). Most of the rocks exposed in the Ouachita Mountains have been interpreted as deep-
marine sediments incorporated into an accretionary wedge ahead of the overriding plate (Sabine 
terrane) which was thrust northward upon the craton (Arbenz, 2008). Although bedrock exposure 
is limited, gravity, seismic, well log, and other geophysical data indicate the belt extends 
continuously into southwest Texas where it crops out in the Marathon Uplift and farther south 
into Mexico, where its resolution becomes convoluted by Laramide events (Thomas, 1977; 
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Blythe et al., 1988). Seismic data indicate the belt also extends southeast under the Gulf Coastal 
Plain (Nelson et al., 1982).  
Features of the exposed Ouachita orogenic belt have been divided into provinces based 
on their structural and stratigraphic characteristics (Figure 4). In Arkansas, these structural 
provinces include (from north to south): the Arkoma Basin, the Frontal Thrust Zone, the 
Maumelle Zone, the Benton Uplift, and the Southern Ouachita Mountains (Nelson et al., 1982; 
Lillie et al., 1983). Immediately south of the mountains lie the Mesozoic and Tertiary sediments 
of the Gulf Coastal Plain (Blythe et al., 1988; Arbenz, 2008), defining an unconformity which 
truncates further exposure of the orogenic belt. Stratigraphic components of the mountains 
include a pre-orogenic lower to middle Paleozoic deep-water facies known as the Ouachita facies 
(Houseknecht and Matthews, 1985) and overlying synorogenic Carboniferous flysch strata 
(Viele, 1979; Babaei and Viele, 1992). 
The Arkoma Basin is a foreland basin affected by pre- to syn-orogenic, basement-cutting 
normal faults to the north and younger collisional thrust faults to the south (Viele, 1979). Gently 
south-dipping early to middle Paleozoic carbonates make up the floor of the basin (Nelson et al., 
1982). These autochthonous shallow-marine rocks, known as the Arbuckle facies, are exposed in 
the Ozark Uplift to the north (Lillie et al., 1983). In the southern part of the basin, the Arbuckle 
facies is overlain by a southward-thickening wedge of synorogenic Carboniferous foreland basin 
clastics (Houseknecht, 1986).  The shallow-marine carbonates apparently served as a detachment 
zone, above which north-vergent imbricate thrusts propagated into the Carboniferous clastics 
(Lillie et al, 1983). The first exposed occurrence of thrust faults is used to define the beginning 
of the Frontal Thrust Zone (Lillie et al., 1983), which is mainly hosted by the Atoka Formation 
(Blythe et al., 1988). Anticlines developed as fault propagation folds or fault-bend folds in the 
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hanging wall of the thrust faults as they transported material north over pre-existing normal 
faults in the Paleozoic carbonates (Blythe et al., 1988, Arbenz, 2008). The southern border of the 
Frontal Thrust Zone is defined by the Maumelle Zone, interpreted as a tectonic mélange due to 
its chaotic structural fabric (Nielsen et al., 1989). 
The transition from the Maumelle Zone to the Benton Uplift coincides with a change in 
stratigraphy from the Carboniferous clastics to the lower to middle Paleozoic accretionary wedge 
material. The Benton Uplift is an anticlinorium cored by Cambrian to early Mississippian units 
(e.g. Collier Shale to Arkansas Novaculite) and is usually delineated on its margins by the 
disconformable contact between the Arkansas Novaculite and the Stanley Shale (although 
structurally, the uplift includes the Stanley Shale: Nielsen et al., 1989). The surface exposure of 
the Benton Uplift is underlain by a basement-cored antiform displaying ~3 km of vertical uplift 
(Nelson et al., 1982; Blythe et al., 1988). Although its origin is unknown, Arbuckle strata 
overlying North American Precambrian basement are exposed in the Devils River area in Texas, 
a region that is along strike with the Benton Uplift and underlain by a similar positive Bouguer 
gravity anomaly (Lillie et al., 1983). These results indicate that the Ouachita facies is 
allochthonous since it overlies contemporaneously deposited shallow-marine carbonates (Nelson 
et al., 1982). The uplift of the North American craton and overlying Arbuckle facies is the only 
evidence of thick-skinned deformation in this otherwise thin-skinned orogeny (Lillie, 1985). 
Rocks exposed in the southern Ouachita Mountains consist of Carboniferous flysch 
(Lillie et al., 1983). COCORP seismic line 3 reveals a series of south-dipping reflections 
correlative with north-vergent imbricate thrust faults mapped at the surface and resembling those 
observed in the Frontal Thrust Zone (Nelson et al., 1982).  Early to middle Paleozoic rocks, such 
as the Arkansas Novaculite, are inferred to occur below the Carboniferous rocks at depth, but the 
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location and nature of the contact is not apparent (Lillie et al., 1983). A stratified wedge of 
seismic reflectors, interpreted as the transitional volcanic boundary between continental and 
oceanic crust (Lillie, 1985), occurs at depth below the southern limb of the Benton Uplift and 
continues beneath the southern Ouachitas (Nelson et al., 1982). This interpretation of the wedge 
requires the Benton Uplift to be underlain by autochthonous North American basement (Nelson 
et al., 1982) and that a suture must exist south of the Benton Uplift. Beneath the Gulf Coastal 
Plain, south-dipping reflections are observed, and these structures are assumed to represent the 
continuation of the Ouachita Mountains, buried beneath younger rift sediments (Lillie et al., 
1983).  
 
III. BACKGROUND 
 
 Thrusting and uplifting of Pre-Cambrian basement is interpreted as being one of the last 
major tectonic events of the Ouachita orogeny (Arbenz, 2008). Following and/or synchronous 
with uplift, the thick package of Carboniferous sediment was eroded, exposing the buried 
accretionary wedge in the Benton and Broken Bow Uplifts. Unlike most structures in the 
Ouachita Mountains, the Uplifts reveal a generation of antithetic folds and faults (e.g., Babaei, 
1990; Arbenz, 2008). In the north-vergent Ouachita orogeny, antithetic thrust faults propagate 
southward and are north-dipping. For antithetic folds, the northern limbs dip more gently to the 
north than the southern limbs which are overturned or dip steeply to the south. Antivergent faults 
and folds are known to occur in a variety of accretionary wedges, including the Kodiak-Kenai 
accretionary complex, Alaska (Moore and Allwardt, 1980), the Shimanto complex, Japan 
(Hibbard and Karig, 1987) and the British Isles (McCurry and Anderson, 1989).  
Many interpretations have been applied to the south-vergent deformation in the Benton 
and Broken Bow Uplifts. One interpretation for the antivergent structures is the southward 
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overturning or backfolding of originally north-vergent thrust faults (Blythe et al., 1988; Nielsen, 
1989; Arbenz, 2008) (Figure 5). The late-stage backfolding would result in thrust faults that 
display a map pattern indicative of north-side down normal faults. Another interpretation 
involves late-stage deformation that reactivates the north-vergent thrust faults and results in 
refolding of intra-wedge open folds into asymmetric folds with a south-vergent direction 
(Babaei, 1990). Each of these interpretations relies on an initial northward deformation phase at 
the mountain belt-scale, followed by a second, late-stage south-directed deformation phase that is 
localized in the Uplifts.  
A third interpretation is inspired by critical taper wedge mechanics. Accretionary wedges 
form as deep-sea sediment is scraped off the subducting oceanic plate and accreted onto the 
wedge ahead of the overriding plate at a convergent plate boundary (Saffer and Bekins, 2006). 
Common features of accretionary wedges include a landward-dipping (towards the forearc) basal 
“megathrust” fault at the base and seaward-dipping (away from the forearc) topographic slope at 
the top (see Figures 6 and 7; Davis et al., 1983). During subduction, accretionary wedges (or 
prisms) incorporate new material primarily through frontal accretion at the toe of the wedge and 
underthrusting at the base of the wedge (Dahlen, 1990). As the prism incorporates new material, 
it thickens internally until it reaches a “critical taper” (Davis et al., 1983). The ideal slope or 
“critical taper” of the wedge is based primarily upon the friction along the basal thrust fault and 
the compressive strength of the wedge material (Dahlen, 1990), each of which is largely 
controlled by pore-fluid pressure (Saffer and Bekins, 2006). Once the critical taper is attained, a 
wedge will slide stably along the detachment zone without deforming internally (Dahlen, 1990). 
If the wedge becomes overly-thickened or too thin, it will compensate accordingly (Dahlen, 
1990). This compensation is the essential prediction of critical taper wedge mechanics and has 
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been demonstrated using sandbox models (e.g. Davis et al., 1983). In these experiments, sand is 
layered on an inclined sheet of Mylar (representing the megathrust) in a Plexiglas box. The 
Mylar is pulled in the down-dip direction, causing the sand to be compressed against the rear if 
the sandbox which acts as a backstop (Dahlen, 1990). Plane strain progressive wedge 
deformation can be observed and quantified using these models which allow control of the basal 
thrust angle and the sediment thickness (e.g., Adams et al., 2004). Critical taper wedge behavior 
has been identified in several natural examples, including accretionary wedges in Tibet (Platt, 
1986), Taiwan (Carena et al., 2002) and the Niger Delta (Suppe, 2007).  
Internal thickening mechanisms in deforming accretionary complexes can include out-of-
sequence forward and backthrusts (Figure 5; Platt, 1986), in addition to the in-sequence forward-
propagating imbricate thrusts that form during wedge accretion. Although backthrusts require 
more work than forward thrusts to develop (Del Castello and Cooke, 2007), numerous analog 
models have demonstrated their regular occurrence in fold-thrust belts and accretionary wedges 
(e.g. Adam et al., 2004; Konstantinovskaya and Malavieille, 2011). Significant backthrusting 
accompanying wedge-thickening has also been documented in the Canadian Rockies (Price, 
1986), the Alps (Tricart, 1984) and the Himalayas (Coward et al., 1982). South-vergent 
backthrusts have been inferred to have occurred contemporaneously with the deformation 
sequence of the Broken Bow Uplift (Yang and Nielsen, 1995), as well as late in the deformation 
sequence attributed to southward overturning of structures in the Benton Uplift (Blythe et al., 
1988). However, backthrusting during wedge thickening has never been described as the primary 
mechanism for south-vergent deformation in the Benton Uplift. This possibility is considered 
below in the present study. 
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IV. METHODOLOGY 
 
Outcrops in the Benton Uplift occur in Polk, Montgomery, Garland, and Saline counties 
in western Arkansas. The southwestern Benton Uplift is well-exposed in in the Caddo and 
Cossatot Mountains in Polk and Montgomery counties. Two generally N-S structural transects 
were carried out across the E- to W-trending Cossatot Mountains and southern portion of the 
western Caddo Mountains, in the vicinity of Albert Pike Campground, Ouachita National Forest. 
All field data were gathered between November 20, 2010 and September 17, 2011. 
Measurements from high elevations (e.g. Round Mountain, Slatington Mountain, etc.) were 
taken during the months of November to early March when exposure was best and vegetation 
was minimal. Vegetation rapidly increased in March and April, and most measurements and field 
data were restricted to streams or taken along the road, with the exception of Paul and Little 
Raven Mountain data which were gathered in May and July. 
Components of the field work involved outcrop description and photography and 
measurement of bedding, fold limbs, fold hinges, slickensides, slickenlines, and joints. 
Orientations of planar features were documented using the right-hand rule, i.e., strike azimuth 
recorded with plane dipping to right. Multiple field measurements were taken and recorded while 
plotting representative measurements directly onto 1:12,000-scale topographic base maps from 
the Big Fork, Polk Creek Mountain, Athens, and Langley quadrangles in Arkansas. Waypoints 
were recorded at each station using a hand-held GPS that included digital topography.  
The field area was divided into six domains based on structural and physiographic 
characteristics. The Mosquito Gap and Round Mountain/Statehouse Mountain domains are in the 
Caddo Mountains, and the Sugartree Mountain, Sherman Mountain anticline, Albert Pike, and 
Little Raven Mountain syncline domains are in the Cossatot Mountains to the south. Each 
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domain (with the exception of Albert Pike) is focused around a ridge(s) of Mississippian-
Devonian Arkansas Novaculite. The Albert Pike domain focuses on a road exposure of 
Ordovician to Silurian formations including the Big Fork Chert, Polk Creek Shale, and Blaylock 
Sandstone. All field measurements were entered into Microsoft Excel. Multiple stereonets were 
plotted within each domain using GEOrient software by Rod Holcombe 
(http://www.holcombe.net.au/software/rodh_software_georient.htm) to highlight the dominant 
bedding orientations and fold characteristics of the study area. Field data were compiled in 
conjunction with previous 1:24,000-scale geologic mapping in the area by the Arkansas 
Geological Survey (e.g., Haley and Stone, 1994) (Figure 8). The compiled geologic map and 
data from this thesis were used to construct two N-S structural cross-sections of the southwestern 
Benton Uplift (Figure 9).  
 
V. RESULTS 
 
The Mosquito Gap domain of the Caddo Mountains includes the northernmost outcrop of 
ridge-forming Devonian-Mississippian Arkansas Novaculite in the study area. Mosquito Gap is 
the name given to the pass cut through the east-west striking novaculite ridge. Slatington 
Mountain is the ridge along strike to the west of Mosquito Gap. We climbed Slatington from the 
south, looking for an area where thorny vegetation was not too dense. We reached the top just 
east of the highest point of the ridge. Slatington Mountain contains no discernable bedding (i.e., 
primary structures) although slickenlines are common at the top of the ridge in the novaculite 
outcrops. Slickenlines plunge ~8° to the SSE. One slickenside displays two sets of slickenlines 
plunging ~18° to the SSE and WSW. It is not clear which set of slickenlines formed first. 
Novaculite appears heavily brecciated and jointed, but no measurements of joints were taken 
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here.  Looking east at the ridge across Mosquito Gap, north-dipping novaculite beds defining the 
ridge can clearly be seen.  
Arkansas Novaculite (Figure 10) and a dark reddish brown shale bed exposed along the 
road at Mosquito Gap strike northwest and dip northeast (Figure 11). East of Mosquito Gap, 
north-dipping (south-vergent) novaculite and older shale beds dip shallowly to the NNE (Figure 
12). In this area, Silurian Blaylock Sandstone is absent, making Silurian Missouri Mountain 
Shale and Ordovician Polk Creek Shale difficult to distinguish (Haley and Stone, 1994), 
although the reddish-brown shale fits the description of the Silurian Missouri Mountain 
Formation. Directly north of the ridge, Silurian-Ordovician shale overlies novaculite. Directly 
south of the ridge, Arkansas Novaculite overlies Mississippian Stanley Shale. South of Mosquito 
Gap, Stanley Shale is well-exposed in streams. The shale displays gently plunging, open folds, 
and dip directions range from northwest to northeast.  
The Round Mountain/Statehouse Mountain domain coincides with a ridge of Arkansas 
Novaculite. Best exposure within this domain is southwest of Mosquito Gap. We climbed 
Statehouse Mountain from the north where the slope is most gentle. Novaculite is exposed at the 
top of the ridge, but a great deal of the exposure is not in place. Many ridges of novaculite within 
the field area (including this domain) are poorly exposed and difficult to reach due to steep 
topography, thorny briar patches, and unconsolidated material. Even on well-exposed Arkansas 
Novaculite, facing direction on the deep-marine facies is often unclear due to a lack of fossils, 
bedforms such as cross-bedding, and primary sedimentary structures. Only one bedding 
measurement with high confidence was taken indicating an orientation of 282/53° on Statehouse 
Mountain. Two sets of slickenlines plunge an average of 13° in the direction 051 and 17° in the 
direction 226. Arkansas Novaculite in this domain lies on top of north-dipping Stanley Shale. 
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Along strike to the west of Statehouse Mountain, Round Mountain displays a north-
dipping ridge of Arkansas Novaculite. Novaculite bedding in this region, including a ridge west 
of Round Mountain, contains an average dip of 52° to the north (Figure 13).  Shales interbedded 
with chert overlie Novaculite and are exposed at Little Missouri Falls. We climbed Round 
Mountain on the northwestern side and took measurements of novaculite at the base and top of 
the ridge. Across Little Missouri Falls the eastern side of an adjacent ridge displays steeply 
north-dipping bedding (Figure 14). After climbing the adjacent ridge and looking east at Round 
Mountain, we realized the western side of Round Mountain exposes a gently plunging, south-
vergent z-fold defined by Arkansas Novaculite (Figure 15). This fold cannot be seen while on 
Round Mountain nor can it be seen from the ground at Little Missouri Falls. We determined the 
location of the two hinges of the z-fold and climbed Round Mountain a second time to take 
measurements. The asymmetric fold contains numerous slickenlines, some of which are probably 
due to flexural slip along bedding.  
Similar to the Caddo Mountains to the north, the Cossatot Mountains trend east-west and 
contain Arkansas Novaculite as the primary ridge-former. The Sugartree Mountain domain, 
south of the Round Mountain/Statehouse Mountain domain, is comprised of multiple gently-
dipping, south-vergent ridges of Arkansas Novaculite separated to the north and south by Stanley 
Shale. We climbed the southwestern side of Sugartree Mountain and did not find much outcrop, 
although better exposure was found on the western side. Novaculite bedding dips NNE (Figure 
16), and the ridge along strike to the west appears to have a similar orientation. We also took 
measurements along a stream west of Sugartree Mountain. Stanley Shale and Arkansas 
Novaculite along the stream maintain a similar orientation relative to beds on Sugartree 
Mountain, but the shale beds display gently plunging open folds.   
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The northeastern side of the Sugartree domain provided an anomalous set of data that is 
unlike the majority of the region. We reached a small outcrop of Arkansas Novaculite by 
crossing the Little Missouri River and walking up a hiking trail. The novaculite outcrop 
displayed two possible directions of bedding (or joints) although neither is consistent with the 
general E-W to NW strike of the region. Average orientations of planes are 219/62° and 57/30°. 
One of these planes contains slickenlines plunging ~4° in the direction 352.  
Sugartree Mountain and Sherman Mountain lie along the same strike in the Cossatot 
Mountains but are placed in different domains based upon their structural discrepancies, 
described below. Sherman Mountain is part of an upright, gently east-plunging anticline defined 
by Arkansas Novaculite (Figure 17).  Novaculite on the southwestern side of the Sherman 
Mountain dips ~60° to the south (Figure 18). The eastern side of the ridge dips much more 
shallowly (~10°) to the south, indicating the location of the hinge on the anticline. The northern 
and southern limbs of the anticline are also defined by younger Mississippian Stanley Shale. 
Hinges of tight parasitic folds plunge ~34° to the east. A stream runs over the southern flank of 
the Sherman Mountain anticline exposing tightly folded shale and sandstone. Features of the 
rocks include transposition hooks (Figure 19) and multiple tight to isoclinal folds plunging WSW 
and SSE. Quartz grains can be seen in the shale around the hooks, but they are not visible within 
the hooks. The Sherman Mountain anticline corresponds to a pronounced change in structural 
vergence from south-vergent structures in the north to north-vergent structures in the south. 
The predominately north-vergent Albert Pike domain includes the Albert Pike Recreation 
Area and outcrops exposed southeast along Albert Pike Road (Highway 369 north of Langley, 
Arkansas). The northern part of the Albert Pike domain contains a south-dipping ridge of 
Arkansas Novaculite.  Silurian formations such as the Blaylock Sandstone and Missouri 
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Mountain Shale and Ordovician formations such as the Big Fork Chert and Polk Creek Shale are 
exposed along the northeast side of the road. Many of these units form north-vergent open to 
tight s-folds, consistent with their occurrence in the southern limb of the Benton Uplift 
anticlinorium (Figure 20). Shales in this domain sometimes display chaotic folding and lack a 
definitive vergence direction (Figure 21). Bedding strikes generally E-W to NW and the average 
dip is 53° to the south (Figure 22). 
The Little Raven Mountain syncline domain encloses two ridges of Arkansas Novaculite 
in the southern Cossatot Mountains. The ridges consist of Paul Mountain, a north-vergent ridge 
of novaculite, and Little Raven Mountain which is underlain by a folded ridge of novaculite. We 
climbed Paul Mountain, which occurs immediately south of the hinge near Little Raven 
Mountian (Figure 8). Field measurements of Little Raven Mountain indicate a west-plunging 
syncline. Arkansas Novaculite in Paul and Little Raven Mountains is heavily brecciated and 
jointed with joint spacing typically less than 2-3 cm.  A small ridge of Arkansas Novaculite 
outcrops along the road south of Paul Mountain. Novaculite here has a similar brecciated and 
jointed appearance. The surface was too uneven to measure, but an overlying Mississippian 
Stanley Shale outcrop nearby indicated an orientation of 115/36°. The novaculite outcrop is the 
last exposure of the preorogenic Ouachita facies on the southern flank of the Benton Uplift. 
South of this location, north-vergent Mississippian Stanley Shale and younger Carboniferous 
flysch units are exposed. 
Planar surfaces were initially difficult to interpret (as bedding or otherwise), due to 
locally intense overprinting by joints. Planes that had been measured with low confidence were 
often later determined to be joints. Two joint sets were consistently observed in the southwestern 
Benton Uplift: a steeply-dipping conjugate to orthogonal set striking E-W and NW and a steeply 
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dipping conjugate joint set striking NNW and NNE.  The NNW and NNE striking joints cut 
across a variety of rock types, including Arkansas Novaculite and Stanley Shale. The joints were 
documented and measured in the Little Raven Mountain syncline (Figure 23), Albert Pike, and 
Mosquito Gap (Figure 24) domains. On Paul Mountain, the conjugate joint set included one 
steeply dipping set and one moderately to shallowly dipping set (Figure 25), where both sets 
strike N-S.  
 
VI. INTERPRETATION 
 
Two N-S structural cross-sections were constructed from a geologic map based on field 
data from the southwestern Benton Uplift. Apparent dip was used where strike of bedding was 
not perpendicular to the lines of cross-section, and vertical exaggeration was not applied. 
Average bedding orientations were extrapolated from the east and west in areas where exposure 
was poor adjacent to the sections. Cross-section A-A’ reveals south-dipping thrusts in the south 
and north-dipping structures in the north (Figure 9). A-A’ includes north-dipping structures from 
the Mosquito Gap, Round Mountain/Statehouse Mountain, and Sugartree Mountain domains. 
The cross-section also includes south-dipping structures from the Albert Pike domain. The 
transition from north-dipping to south-dipping structures occurs across the Sherman Mountain 
anticline. This anticline is interpreted as a triangle zone, marking a change in structural vergence 
along the line of cross-section. Cross-section B-B’ depicts the south-dipping thrusts and folds 
preserved in the southern limb of the Benton anticlinorium, as studied in the Albert Pike and 
Little Raven Mountain syncline domains (Figure 9). 
Fault surfaces were not directly observed in the study area, but faults were inferred based 
on the following: older formations overlying younger formations and duplication of panels of 
Arkansas Novaculite and Stanley Shale. Other fault indicators include heavily brecciated 
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novaculite (as observed in multiple domains) and evidence for ductile flow/folding and shearing 
of less-competent shale based on the occurrence of transposition hooks and lenticular bedding 
(e.g., as observed on the southern flank of the Sherman Mountain anticline). The Mosquito Gap 
and Round Mountain/Statehouse Mountain domains both display older bedding overlying north-
dipping younger bedding. The repeated exposures of Devonian-Mississippian Arkansas 
Novaculite and Mississippian Stanley Shale in these domains are interpreted as thrust-duplicated 
sections cut and transported along south-directed thrust faults, as depicted in cross-section A-A’. 
Transport direction is indicated by asymmetric south-vergent folding at Round Mountain of 
Arkansas Novaculite. The Sugartree Mountain domain represents continuation of the thrust 
sequence, representing another set of repeated north-dipping panels of Arkansas Novaculite and 
Stanley Shale. North-dipping beds on the north side of Sherman Mountain and south-dipping 
beds on the south side indicate that this feature is an anticline. Shearing inferred on the southern 
flank of the Sherman Mountain anticline is based on transposition hooks and tight folding in the 
stream bed.  
The southern portion of cross-section A-A’ contains south-dipping Arkansas Novaculite 
exposed in the Albert Pike domain. Repeated sequences of south-dipping novaculite and Stanley 
Shale are interpreted as a consequence of north-directed thrust faulting. Cross-section B-B’ 
depicts the continuation of north-vergent structures to the south in the study area. Although 
Ordovician and Silurian beds in the Albert domain sometimes lack a clear vergence direction, 
bedding predominately displays a southward dip direction. North-vergent asymmetric folds in 
this domain are also interpreted as evidence for north-directed thrusting in cross-section B-B’. 
South-dipping structures observed in and south of Paul Mountain appear juxtaposed against the 
Little Raven Mountain syncline domain along the Paul Mountain thrust fault (Figure 8; Haley 
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and Stone, 1994). Little Raven Mountain represents a syncline in the footwall of the north-
vergent thrust fault. Although no bedding measurements were taken on Paul Mountain, south-
dipping beds measured in the overlying Stanley Shale, as well as the orientation of structures 
directly to the north, indicate the thrust is south-dipping as well. The smaller ridge of novaculite 
south of Paul Mountain is interpreted as a north-vergent fault splay.  
 
VII. DISCUSSION 
 
Cross-section A-A’ reveals north-vergent structures in the south and south-vergent 
structures in the north. The Sherman Mountain anticline represents the wedge-shaped transition 
or triangle zone between the oppositely-verging structures. Cross-section B-B’ depicts the north-
vergent thrusts and folds preserved on the southern limb of the Benton anticlinorium. The south-
vergent structures seen in A-A’ are interpreted below as backthrusts in an accretionary wedge 
based on the following data: 1) apparent thrust-duplication of north-dipping Paleozoic strata, 2) 
south-vergent structures such as asymmetric folds, 3) lack of field data supporting tightly to 
isoclinally folded thrust faults or overturned thrust faults, and 4) results from critical taper theory 
and analog models that support the occurrence of backthrusts in accretionary wedges (Davis et 
al., 1983; Price, 1986).  
Multiple ridges of Devonian-Mississippian Arkansas Novaculite and Mississippian 
Stanley Shale are exposed across the Caddo and Cossatot Mountains. The duplicated sections of 
older Arkansas Novaculite and younger Stanley Shale are interpreted as thrust sequences, rather 
than a sequence of overturned folds (see Figures 8 and 9). Outcrop-scale stratigraphic facing 
indicators were not observed throughout the large sections of Arkansas Novaculite exposed in 
the field area (due to deposition in a deep sea environment: Houseknecht and Matthews, 1985). 
Therefore, structural overturning of the Arkansas Novaculite cannot be ruled out. However, 
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overturned folds would result in alternating sequences of older and younger units between the 
novaculite ridges. Since younger Stanley Shale is repeatedly observed between the Arkansas 
Novaculite outcrops, thrust faulting is the most reasonable shortening mechanism. Based on the 
observation of north-dipping Arkansas Novaculite and Stanley Shale and observed stratigraphic 
relationships that suggest faulting instead of overturned folding, the south-vergent structures are 
interpreted as south-vergent thrust faults.  
Asymmetric south-vergent z-folds support the inference of backthrusts, although the 
argument has been made that these structures were initially north-vergent s-folds (Nielsen, 1989; 
Arbenz, 2008). By this reasoning, the north limb of the z-fold should be extended by faulting, 
and the south limb should be shortened or buckled (Arbenz, 2008). Folds such as the z-fold in 
Round Mountain (Figure 15) do not display either feature. Attributing the occurrence of south-
vergent asymmetric z-folds to passive rotation of earlier north-vergent s-folds (e.g., Arbenz, 
2008) requires two distinct phases of deformation: 1) north-vergent thrusting during 
emplacement of the Ouachita accretionary wedge, and 2) rotation of north-vergent structures 
during formation of the Benton Uplift anticlinorium. Late-stage south-vergent deformation 
localized in the Benton and Broken Bow Uplifts has often been attributed to Pennsylvanian-
Permian thrusting and uplifting of Precambrian basement at depth (Blythe et al., 1988). Although 
underthrusting or buckling of the underlying basement may have produced rotation and 
shortening of earlier north-vergent structures that are locally defined by the Paleozoic cover in 
the Uplifts, results from this study appear more consistent with primary formation of south-
vergent structures in the southwestern Benton Uplift under the context of critical taper wedge 
mechanics. 
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Multiple phases of synorogenic, south-vergent deformation in the Broken Bow Uplift 
have been described (Yang and Nielsen, 1995), and it is inferred that many of the structures in 
the Benton Uplift also formed in an originally south-vergent sense. High vitrinite reflectance 
values as well as the prominence of cleavage and low-grade metamorphism indicate that the 
northeastern portion of the Benton Uplift and the southern portion of the Broken Bow Uplift 
experienced relatively higher degrees of strain and burial than other regions of the Uplifts 
(Houseknecht and Matthews, 1985; Nielsen, 1989). The southwestern Benton Uplift exhibits 
minimal cleavage development and no evidence for metamorphism, yet south-vergent structures 
are prominent. One possibility is that the south-vergent asymmetric folds formed during 
emplacement of the wedge as a consequence of backthrusting due to wedge thickening. 
Overturned thrust faults have been interpreted in the Benton Uplift, but they have not 
been observed directly or seismically. Seismic studies such as the COCORP lines are unable to 
resolve the small-scale structures that occur in the Benton and Broken Bow Uplifts (e.g. Lillie et 
al., 1983). Field observations that have led to the conclusion of overturned faulting are based on 
the assumption that north-dipping beds (in a north-vergent orogenic belt) are indicative of 
overturned beds (e.g. Nielsen, 1989; Arbenz, 2008). The implication of overturned beds 
displaying younger over older strata is that at one time, the older rocks were on top of the 
younger rocks. This model requires a two-phase deformation sequence in which older strata were 
first thrust northward over younger strata, followed by southward overturning of the strata and 
the thrust fault. Without the initial assumption that north-dipping beds are overturned and 
without direct observation of a fault placing younger overturned rock over older overturned rock, 
the stratigraphic arrangement appears conformable and is consistent with south-directed thrust 
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faulting. Furthermore, north-dipping, top-down-to-the-south faults can be explained by extension 
(Platt, 1986) (see Figure 7).  
 Backthrusts are known to occur in a variety of accretionary complexes. In the Canadian 
Cordillera, delaminated wedges created by forward and backthrusts have been well-constrained 
by seismic and borehole data (Price, 1986). In the Oregon accretionary wedge, both landward 
and seaward structures have been observed and thoroughly studied (Seely, 1977). Although 
forward thrusts occur in an accretionary zone more frequently than backthrusts, certain wedge 
conditions favor backthrusts over the more prevalent forward thrusts. These conditions include 
the emplacement of weak layers and fluid over-pressurization (Del Castello and Cooke, 2007). 
Units such as the Stanley Shale, Womble Shale, Polk Creek Shale, and Missouri Mountain Shale 
provide the weak layers that may have facilitated backthrusts in the Ouachita Mountains. Rapid 
deposition of ~13 km of synorogenic Carboniferous overburden on the water-rich shales would 
have increased pore-fluid pressure in the deforming wedge and provided a mechanism for 
initiation of backthrusts in the wedge, as exposed in the Benton Uplift. 
The predominance of north-vergent structures to the north and south of the Benton Uplift 
suggests that the allochthonous Ouachita facies experienced cohesive transport with the 
synorogenic flysch from south to north (Nelson et al., 1982). Critical taper wedge mechanics 
describe cohesive transportation of forward- and backward-deforming material. Within the 
perspective of the Ouachita orogeny, accretion and northward translation of the Ouachita facies 
has resulted in forward (north-vergent) thrust faults and backward (south-vergent) thrust faults. 
Because accretionary wedge deformation occurs contemporaneously with convergence and 
continues to develop until a critical taper is reached (or convergence ceases), this interpretation 
does not necessitate two separate phases of deformation to explain the occurrence of north- and 
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south-vergent structures. Furthermore, the degree of finite strain produced by uplifting of 
Precambrian basement is interpreted to have been minor at the present level of exposure. In the 
Benton Uplift, critical taper wedge theory provides an explanation for south-vergent structures 
within a progressive deformation sequence that does not require multiple distinct phases of 
deformation. 
In order to make the backthrust interpretation stronger, a similar field-based study needs 
to be completed in other regions of the Benton Uplift. Areas such as the northeastern Benton 
Uplift, which contain supposedly overturned beds and faults, need to be re-evaluated under the 
context of critical taper wedge mechanics. If locations containing previously-mapped overturned 
faults can be characterized as conformable contacts or normal faults, then wedge mechanics may 
be able to explain the structural evolution of these areas more efficiently than poly-phase 
deformation models. Along with field work, a more detailed seismic study in the vicinity of the 
Uplifts is crucial for interpreting the subsurface and tracing imaged reflectors up to the surface.  
Units such as the Arkansas Novaculite and Stanley Shale in the Mosquito Gap, Albert 
Pike, and Little Raven Mountain domains were strongly overprinted by a set of steeply-dipping 
conjugate joints striking NNW and NNE. The acute angle bisector of conjugate joints represents 
the maximum compressive stress direction and is perpendicular to the minimum compressive 
stress direction (Figure 26: Ramsey and Huber, 1987). Joints striking NNW and NNE may 
represent N-S shortening (parallel to the maximum compressive paleostress direction) and E-W 
extension (parallel to the Ouachita orogenic front and the minimum compressive paleostress 
direction). The joint orientation is interpreted as a record of orogen-parallel extension. Within the 
context of critical taper theory, this extension would be driven by late-stage sub-vertical thinning 
of the overly-thickened Ouachita accretionary wedge, i.e., normal faulting with north- and south-
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dipping fault planes. Joint data from this study, however, provide preliminary evidence for non-
plane strain lateral spreading of the wedge following emplacement onto the North American 
craton. An investigation into the location, frequency, and cross-cutting relationships of the joints 
is necessary for further interpretation. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS 
The Ouachita Mountains formed when the former North American passive continental 
margin closed during the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian collision with the Sabine arc terrane. 
Seismic profiles such as the COCORP lines (Nelson et al., 1982; Lillie et al., 1983) and the 
Mickus and Keller (1992) lithospheric-scale gravity model have shed invaluable insight into the 
tectonic history of the late-Paleozoic mountain belt. Nonetheless, uncharacteristic features of the 
north-vergent orogeny such as the antivergent structures of the Benton and Broken Bow Uplifts 
still lack unique explanations by these techniques.  
The south-vergent structures in the Ouachitas have been interpreted in different ways, 
including overturning of initially north-vergent faults and intra-wedge folding of open folds in an 
antivergent direction. Each of these interpretations is dependent upon two distinct phases of 
deformation. Field data from the southwestern Benton Uplift reveal asymmetric z-folds among 
shallowly north-dipping, thrust-duplicated beds. These south-vergent structures are interpreted as 
backthrusts in the accretionary wedge as predicted by critical taper wedge mechanics. The 
forward and backthrusts formed progressively as the Sabine terrane transported the wedge to the 
north, thrusting it upon the North American craton. Backthrusting in response to wedge-
thickening has been documented in active accretionary complexes and validated by numerous 
analog and numerical models. This interpretation does not require multiple, distinct phases of 
deformation, and it explains the south-vergent structures more efficiently than a late-stage, 
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localized, south-vergent, Uplift-related deformation event. A more detailed seismic study in 
addition to field work in other regions of the Benton and Broken Bow Uplifts will improve this 
study. 
Joint data in the Benton Uplift locally reveal evidence for a maximum compressive 
paleostress direction oriented north-south and a minimum compressive paleostress oriented east-
west (and sub-parallel to the Ouachita orogenic front). This is indicated by NNW- and NNE-
striking conjugate joint sets, interpreted as a record of east-west orogen-parallel extension. In the 
context of “critical taper” mechanics, this extension would be driven by late-stage sub-vertical 
thinning of the Ouachita accretionary wedge, i.e., due to a local transient sub-vertical re-
orientation of maximum compressive paleostress. Data from this study, however, provide 
preliminary evidence for non-plane strain, lateral spreading of the wedge following emplacement 
onto the North American craton. 
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Figure 1. Lithospheric-scale geophysical transect from the Ozark Uplift in southern Missouri to 
the Gulf of Mexico (from Mickus and Keller, 1992). The vertically exaggerated profile also 
includes the Ouachita Mountains in Arkansas. Important features of the figure for this study 
include: the North American Craton separated from the Sabine Terrane by oceanic/oceanic 
transitional crust, uplifted basement overlain by autochthonous Arbuckle facies, and 
allochthonous Ouachita facies which comprises the Ouachita Mountains.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Unmigrated section of COCORP seismic lines 1 and 3 displaying the subsurface trace 
of the Benton Uplift anticlinorium (D2) (from Nelson et al., 1982). Note the lack of resolution 
above reflector D2 where structures are discontinuous and on a much finer scale. 
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Figure 3. a) Simplified geologic map of Ouachita Mountains in west-central Arkansas and 
southeastern Oklahoma (modified from Blythe et al., 1988). Map includes locations of cross-
sections by Arbenz (2008) and Blythe et al. (1988) and location of COCORP seismic reflection 
profiles from Nelson et al. (1982). b) Inset depicting locations of cross-sections A-A’ and B-B’ 
on the southwestern Benton Uplift, based on work from this study (see Figure 9). 
. 
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Period   Stratigraphy  Period   Stratigraphy 
    Boggy      Arkansas 
    Savanna  Devonian   Novaculite 
    McAlester      (part) 
    Hartshorne      
Missouri 
Mtn. 
  Pennsylvanian Atoka  Silurian     
           Blaylock 
    Johns Valley        
    Jackfork    Late Polk Creek 
Carboniferous            
           Bigfork 
             
    Stanley    Middle   
  Mississippian        Womble 
       Ordovician     
           Blakely 
    Arkansas         
    Novaculite      Mazarn 
      Early   
          
        Crystal Mtn. 
        Collier 
    Cambrian     
        (unexposed) 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Stratigraphic column of Ouachita Mountain formations (modified from McFarland, 
2004). No relative thicknesses are implied. 
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Figure 5. Interpretations of structures along strike of A-A’ (shown on cross-sections) depicting uplifted Precambrian basement 
(Benton Uplift) overlain by a platform carbonate shelf. Exposed uplifted formations range from preorogenic deep marine facies (i.e. 
Cambrian Collier shale to the Devonian-Mississippian Arkansas Novaculite) and also include the Mississippian Stanley formation 
(synorogenic Carboniferous strata). a) Interpretation of COCORP seismic reflection profile (from Nelson et al., 1982) with scale based 
upon average upper crustal velocity of 5 km/s two-way travel time. b) Cross-section (from Blythe et al., 1988) depicting multiple 
forward (north-vergent) thrusts which have been slightly overturned towards the south. c) Interpretation (from Arbenz, 2008) of folded 
and overturned north-vergent thrusts, now displaying normal separation (top down-to- the-north). 
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Figure 6. Cross-section of a model accretionary wedge displaying forward (north-vergent) thrusts 
and backthrusts (south-vergent). Both are indicators of wedge thickening in the context of critical 
taper wedge mechanics (modified from Platt, 1986). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Cross-section of a model accretionary wedge displaying normal faults. Extension is 
predicted to accommodate wedge thinning in critical taper wedge mechanics (modified from 
Platt, 1986). 
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Figure 8. Geologic map of southwestern Benton Uplift with data collected from this study 
(modified from Haley and Stone, 1994). 
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Figure 9. Cross sections A-A’ and B-B’ of the southwestern Benton Uplift (note locations of sections in Figure 8). The Sherman 
Mountain anticline in the southern part of A-A’ represents a triangle zone where vergence direction changes from south-vergent in the 
north to north-vergent in the south. North-dipping structures in A-A’ are interpreted as south-vergent backthrusts in an accretionary 
wedge. 
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Figure 10. Cryptic lobate structures in Devonian-Mississippian Arkansas Novaculite bed of 
massive chert, as exposed at Mosquito Gap. 
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Figure 11. North-dipping Silurian Missouri Mountain shale exposed at Mosquito Gap. 
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Figure 12. Arkansas Novaculite poles to bedding in the Mosquito Gap domain display and 
average NNW strike and a shallow NNE dip.  
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Figure 13. Stereonet depicting poles to bedding for Arkansas Novaculite in the Round 
Mountain/Statehouse Mountain domain which display a NNW strike and a moderate NNE dip.  
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Figure 14. North-dipping exposure of Arkansas Novaculite, looking across Round Mountain 
towards the west. 
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Figure 15. View of Arkansas Novaculite exposure looking east at Round Mountain of a south-
vergent z-fold. 
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Figure 16. Stereonet of poles to bedding for Arkansas Novaculite in the Sugartree Mountain 
domain which display an E-W strike and a gentle N dip.  
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Figure 17. π-diagram of poles to bedding with a best-fit girdle for the Sherman Mountain 
anticline. Bedding measurements include Arkansas Novaculite and Stanley Shale. Diamonds 
represent measurements of outcrop-scale minor fold hinges. Star represents calculated fold-axis 
(π-axis) that is consistent with the field measurements of gently E-plunging folds. 
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Figure 18. View looking east at south-dipping Arkansas Novaculite exposure on the southern 
limb of the Sherman Mountain anticline. 
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Figure 19. Transposition hooks in stream bed on the southern limb of the Sherman Mountain 
anticline indicating isoclinal folding and shearing localized in the Stanley Shale. 
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Figure 20. North-vergent, gently plunging s-fold in the Ordovician Big Fork Chert in the Albert 
Pike domain. 
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Figure 21. Sandstone and shale beds in the Albert Pike domain locally display chaotic folding 
among clear north-vergence. 
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Figure 22. Stereonet with poles to bedding for Ordovician and Silurian units in the Albert Pike 
domain which display a WNW strike and a moderate SSW dip. 
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Figure 23. View looking NNE at conjugate joint set from Paul Mountain. Pen approximates the 
orientation of the intersection of the joints (σ2). The conjugate joints are are consistent with a 
component of E-W orogen parallel extension (σ3 - least compressive paleostress). 
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Figure 24. Conjugate joint set observed in shale from the Mosquito Gap domain, striking NNE 
and NNW. These joints are also interpreted as an indication of late orogeny-parallel extension. 
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Figure 25. Conjugate joint sets from Mosquito Gap, Albert Pike, and Little Raven Mountain 
syncline domains. All joints are steeply dipping and strike NNE and NNW, indicative of orogen 
parallel extension in the E-W direction due to an E-W least compressive paleostress. Top right 
and left stereonets are from the Mosquito Gap domain. Bottom left stereonet is from Albert Pike 
domain. Bottom right stereonet is from Little Raven Mountain syncline domain.  
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Figure 26. Model depicting conjugate joint set’s relationship to maximum and minimum stress 
directions (modified from Ramsay and Huber, 1987). 
. 
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